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a country and overall smooth functioning of the econon1Y, mobilising
goods and people, reducing costs for producers and· consumers, and
attracting foreign direct investment. Since the 1991 Rao Government s
economic reforn1 package of liberalisation and deregulation, India s
transport system has been opened up to competition, encouraging
private sector participation to finance infrastructure facilities in order
to overcome public sector fiscal constraints. Public Private Partnership
(PPP) or Private Finance Initiatives (PFI) as adopted by developed
countries can be -adopted in India, to help to bridge the resource
constraint gap and 'inlprove the overall operation, 111aintenance,
managerial efficiency 'and service delivery of transport infrastructure,
to meet the economic grol1,th target of 8··9 percent, and playa positive
developmental role.

1 e INTRODUCTION

The economic growth and development of a country depe,nds on the
development of econolnic and social (health, education) infrastructure
(Parikh, 1997, Charles,. 2003). The provision of efficient and effective
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Abstract

India is one of the fastesT growing economics with the second
largest population in the world. Infrastructure bottlenecks and
structural impediments have prevented the Indian economy from taking
full advantage of liberalised and globalised economic environment.
Transport infrastructure like road and rail plays a critical role in
contributing to the sustainable economic growth and development of
a country and overall smooth functioning of the economy, mobilising
goods and people, reducing costs for producers and consumers, and
attracting foreign direct investment. Since the 1991 Rao Government S
economic reform package of liberalisation and deregulation, India S
transport system has been opened up to competition, encouraging
private sector participation to finance infrastructure facilities in order
to overcome public sector fiscal constraints. Public Private Partnership
(PPP) or Private Finance Initiatives (PFI) as adopted by developed
countries can be adopted in India, to help to bridge the resource
constraint gap and -improve the overall operation, maintenance,
managerial efficiency 'and service delivery of transport infrastructure,
to meet the economic growth target of 8--9 percent, and playa positive
developmental role.

1. INTRODUCTION

The economic growth and development of a country depends on the
development of economic and social (health, education) infrastructure
(Parikh, 1997, Charles, 2003). The provision of efficient and effective
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and equipment, marketing and 11lanagement facilities. Over and
above these, skilled human resources to manage these facilities are essential
for the growth and deveiapinent of a developing nation. Road and rail are
particularly critical infrastructure for the development process. A transport
network across the length and breadth of the country is vital for the
movement of raw materials, goods and people. Transport helps to link and
broaden the markets for goods and Inakes it possible to reap the benefits of
economies ofscale in production. 'The luore extensive large scale production
across sectors of the econorny, a luore expansive network of road/rail
transport and coordination will be necessary to integrate theln. While S0111e
regions may have abundant raw material like Ininerals, forestry and
agricultural resources, they cannot be developed if they continue to be
isolated, remote and inaccessible.

Thus linking the backward rural regions \vith the relatively luore
developed urban regions, cities and towns, requires the development of
road/rail and helps in the effective and efficient utilisation of services and
resources and industrialisation ofthe country. rrransport and comnlunication
provides new ideas, helps to spread ne\v kno\vledge to reluate areas and
villages in relation to existing traditional fanning techniques, health, education,
introduces new nlarkets and ah~o renloves social barriers (including the
caste system) all of \vhich collectively hinder the econonlic gro\\1:h and
development ofa country like India. Transport infrastructure is also essential
to enable domestic producers to have ~ccess to\,yider luarkets in a
competitive global economy.

Transport infrastructure inc.reases the Gross Dornestic Product (GDP)
of a developing country espec.ially by opening up ~e\v Inarkets and creates
supply and demand for ne\v goods and services, lTIOVement of people, and
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paper the importance of infrastructure for economic
growth and development in India. Part three examines the problelnatic
issue of infrastructure bottlenecks. The fourth part of the paper surveys
road-rail infrastructure policy in the light of successive five year plans.
Part five considers how the adoption of PPP/PFI policy will promote the
efficient provision ofroad/rail infrastructure in India. Finally, part five has
some concluding COlnments.

2. ROAD-RAIL INFRASTRUCTURE & ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

Empirical studies reveal a link between infrastructure and GDP growth
rate over the long term not only in developed but also developing countries
(Gramlich 1994; Otto and Voss 1994; World Bank 1994; 3iNetwork 2002).
According to the Government of India's (1996a, p.2) report on Indian
Infrastructure: Policy Imperatives .for Growth and Welfare:

"Research indicates that 11'hile total infrastructure stocks increase
by 1 per cent ltvith each 1 per cenT increnlent in per capita GDp,
household access to safe vvater increases bJ' .03 per cent, paved reads
by 0.8 per cent, pOlver 1.5 /)er cent ancl teleconlmunications 1.7
percent. Infrastructure proclllctivity )vill deterlnine hOlV India will cope
with the increasing pace of urbanisation J globalisation and
technological innovations in n1anufacturing and logistics.
Environlnental issues and poverty reduction, 100., depend heavily on
the productivity of the infrastructure sector",

An increase in infrastructure facilities prOlTIotes economic growth and
developlnent according to the big"push theor)) ofRosenstein Roden, which
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encourages large heavy mineral, mining and manufacturing industries to
develop, like coal, iron and steel, cotton textile etc. In 1990-91, the share of
the transport sector in India's GDP was 4.55 per cent (Parikh, 1997).
Traditionally road and rail infrastructure in India was provided by central
and state government in order to address and reduce regional disparities
and inequalities, long gestation periods, large capital requirements,
uncertainty of returns, fulfil community service obligations and promote
economic growth and social development. There is now an urgent need for
improving not only the quantity but also the quality of infrastructure provision
and service delivery in the Indian economy to meet both pent-up and
increasing demand.

This paper analyses the importance of infrastructure for economic
growth and development in India. Part three examines the problematic
issue of infrastructure bottlenecks. The fourth part of the paper surveys
road-rail infrastructure policy in the light of successive five year plans.
Part five considers how the adoption ofPPP/PFI policy will promote the
efficient provision ofroad/rail infrastructure in India. Finally, part five has
some concluding comments.

2. ROAD-RAIL INFRASTRUCTURE & ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

Empirical studies reveal a link between infrastructure and GDP growth
rate over the long term not only in developed but also developing countries
(Gramlich 1994; Otto and Voss 1994; World Bank 1994; 3iNetwork 2002).
According to the Government of India's (1996a, p.2) report on Indian
Infrastructure: Policy Imperatives for Growth and Welfare:

"Research indicates that ~while total infrastructure stocks increase
by 1 per cent with each 1 per cem increment in per capita GDp,
household access to safe water increases by .03 per cent, paved reads
by 0.8 per cent, power 1.5 per cent and telecommunications 1.7
percent. Infrastructure productivity will determine how India will cope
with the increasing pace of urbanisation, globalisation and
technological innovations in manufacturing and logistics.
Environmental issues and poverty reduction, too, depend heavily on
the productivity of the infrastructure sector".

An increase in infrastructure facilities promotes economic growth and
development according to the bigpush theory ofRosenstein Roden, which
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case encourage agglomeration
activities. Rostow's stages of economic growth theory identify social
overhead capital as one of the preconditions for an accelerated growth.
While in Asian Drama, Mrydal emphasises the importance of infrastructure
as the necessary condition for development. A large country like India with
its growing population and inc.reasing demand for road, rail and other
infrastructure shows that investlnent in infrastnlcture is critical for economic
growth and development to take place and be competitive in an increasingly
globalised economy (Agarwal, ] 996, Higgins, 1996, Todaro, 1997). As
George Deikun, Director of the United States Agency for International
Development said at the February 2005 US-India summit in New Delhi on
Public-Private Infrastructure, "adequate infrastructure is essential to a
vibrant society. India cannot realise its vision and growth targets
without a vigorous attack 011 the issue. "

At the time of independence in 1947, the main infrastructure the British
had developed during the colonial era\vas an extensive road and railway
network across the length and the breadth of the country to mobilise the
army, and link the sources ofraw material to capital cities and ports. Many
remote and regional villages \vere not linked \vith adequate transport and
COffilTIUnication netvvorks and ren1ained isolated.

There are four main types of roads nan1ely trunk roads, national
highways, state highways, district and horder roads. Indian roads are used
by three main forms of transport, bullock carts, motor vehicles and two
wheelers, besides .pedestrian traffic .. Bullock carts even today form an
essential part of Indian rural transport despite being slow and inefficient.
National highways, state high\vays and district roads are the responsibility
of the central and state governlnents respectively. Also, there are rural
roads constructed under the· Itural Landless Employment Guarantee
Progranlme, Nationall<.ural Employnl(~ntProgramn1e and Minimul11 Needs
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were owned and by private British which
obtained free grants of land and other concessions from the Government.
The railway budget was part ofCentral Government's consolidated finance
until 1924. In 1925, following mounting criticism ofprivate rail ownership
and management, the Government ofIndia under British rule commencing
taking over railway companies. By 1944, all private railway companies had
fallen under Government ownership, operation and management. Then by
1950, all railways ofthe former princely states had also been taken over by
the Governlnent of India.

3. INFRA.STRUCTURE BOTTLENECKS

Infrastructure bottlenecks or deficiencies are a major constraint to faster
economic growth and social development. Five Year plans have played a
very important role to develop road/rail infrastructure in India in a
complelnentary way. However, the country is still inadequately served and
there is great scope for improving overall efficiency in the provision and
service delivery ofroads and rail\vays. Both means oftranSp011 have many
efficiency-retarding bottlenecks and deficiencies. India needs to improve
its road and rail infrastructure to better approxinlate infrastructure levels in
advanced countries like Australia, Britain, Canada and USA (Montanheiro
et al. 2003; Medheka~ 2003). This will in.turn attract additional foreign
direct investment that will enable India to better COlnpete globally. To ilnprove
efficiency, safety, and productivity~ it is inlpoliant to lTIodernise and adopt
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Programme. In 1960, the Central Govemment set up the Border Road
Development Board to coordinate and oversee the development of road
infrastructure in the hilly north and the northeast border areas ofthe country,
thereby promoting economic development of these areas.

Railways are complementary to roads in India. In 1853, the first railway
of 22 miles was constructed from Bombay to Thane. Construction of
railways was linked with India's industrial development, for example cotton
textile mills in Bombay,jute in Calcutta, tea plantations in Assam, the Nilgiri
hills and various hill stations in the northern and far east of India which
were also a summer retreat for the British Army and Government officials.
By the late 1800s, the expanding railway network allowed overland freight
rates to fall to one-fifth of cart transport allowing, for example, bulk inter
regional shipments ofgrain. Threxpanding rail network caused a fall in the
coefficient of variation in wheat and rice prices from 40 per cent to below
20 per cent over the 1861-1910 periods (Collins 1999, p.247). Originally the
railways were owned and operated by private British companies which
obtained free grants of land and other concessions from the Government.
The railway budget was part ofCentral Government's consolidated finance
until 1924. In 1925, following mounting criticism ofprivate rail ownership
and management, the Government ofIndia under British rule commencing
taking over railway companies. By 1944, all private railway companies had
fallen under Government ownership, operation and management. Then by
1950, all railways ofthe former princely states had also been taken over by
the Government ofIndia.

3. INFRASTRUCTURE BOTTLENECKS

Infrastructure bottlenecks or deficiencies are a major constraint to faster
economic growth and social development. Five Year plans have played a
very important role to develop road/rail infrastructure in India in a
complementary way. However, the country is still inadequately served and
there is great scope for improving overall efficiency in the provision and
service delivery ofroads and railways. Both means oftransp0l1 have many
efficiency-retarding bottlenecks and deficiencies. India needs to improve
its road and rail infrastructure to better approximate infrastructure levels in
advanced countries like Australia, Britain, Canada and USA (Momanheiro
et al. 2003; Medhekar 2003). This will in turn attract additional foreign
direct investment that will enable India to better compete globally. To improve
efficiency, safety, and productivity, it is important to modernise and adopt
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need after the monsoonal rains and are not in
rural and hilly areas, but also in the cities and towns. These deficiencies
result in additional wear and tear of vehicles and extra fuel consumption,
giving rise to higher transport costs and pollution. Many villages are still not
linked with the road system and hence are cut off from the Inain I ines of
communication and have very inadequate mileage.

The Indian railway network on the other hand, in spite of being the
fourth largest in the world and largest in Asia (Agarwal, 1996), has
inadequate lnileage to meet the den1ands of a large country, growing
population, agriculture, industry and the tourisln sector. The growth of
railways, like the roads has stagnated for SOlne time, and a large part of the
country is not linked with the rail network hindering development of Inany
industries due to the inadequacy or absence of this vital infrastructure.
Further, the slow pace ofInodernisation, electrification and automatio11 of
signalling and adoption of computer technology, makes it inefficient to
operate. India also needs to drastically itnprove the safety record of its
railway network. Other shortcomings include: too few high speed trains; a
shortage ofsecond class passenger compartments resulting in overcrowding;
inadequate reservation and booking facilities, besides ,vaiting rOOIl1S, access
to first aid and security, drinking water and sanitation facilities.

There are sitnply inadequate funds in the railvvay budget for all the
expenditure cornmitments required to expand, develop, modernise,upgrade
technology and itnprove the· provision and overall quality of services to
travellers. The railways are in debt to the Central Governlnent owing to
continuing increases in input costs like coal and diesel (resulting in cost
push inflation), fulfilling cornlnunity service obligations and concessions,
subsidised agricultural freight~ running on unprofitable routes, providing
assistance during floods and falnine and other relief progran1mes etc.
(Agarwal, 1996, Dutt and Sundharam, 1997, Morris et aI., 2002).
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economic overhead transport infrastructure. The second and third
Five Year plans emphasised development of the basic and heavy industries;
the fourth plan's (1969-74) objective was economic growth with price
stability and self-reliance, the ren10val oftransport bottlenecks and remedying
the acute shortage of electricity. The fifth plan (1974-79) had the twin
objectives of self-reliance and retTIoval of poverty. The sixth plan (1980
85) hoped to achieve economic growth withjustice and equality in distribution,
followed by the seventh plan (1985-90) which was determined to increase
agricultural output, employment and overall productivity. According to
Ahluwalia (1998), in the seventh plan, there was no reference to private
sector partnerships or investment in the infrastructure. However, the eighth
plan (1992-1997) finally recognised the importance of private sector
investment in infrastructure due to the following reasons.

• A perception that the public sector was not efficient in supplying
quality infrastructure to meet the growing demand.

• The prospect of private sector involvement was made possible by
technological innovation, financial iJillovation and growth in capital
markets \vhich encourage private finance initiatives in infrastructure
projects with long gestation periods.

• The econolnic rationale for private sector investment was that
private sector firms could supply bett~rquality goods and services
at lower cost, on the basis of full cost recovery (Ahluwalia, 1998,
pp.89-90).

The eighth plan (1992-97) \vas introduced while India was experiencing
a balance of payn1ent and foreign exchange crisis, high inflation and a
recession in the industrial sector. The objective ofthe eighth plan was thus
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ne\v
roads. total to two
kilometres (Dutt and Sundharanl 1997). The main objectives
plan (1992-97) for investment in road infrastructure were the following.

1. Upgrading roads and removing bottlenecks in national and state
highways.

2. To use road construction as a Ineans of generating

3. A luore efficient road system was required in order to
productivity, reduce travel time and also to conserve energy.

4. An emphasis on provision ofroads to rural areas and villages. Under
the MinilllUlTI Needs Prograllllne, 30,000 villages were to be
connected by road by the end of the five year plan period.

S. Construction ofa new generation ofroads on high density corridors
with the provision ofdivided carriage facilities (Dutt and Sundharam,

1997).

However, the Planning Comn1issiol1 approved expenditure of only Rs
2,600 Crores. Given the shortage offunds, the Government drew up a plan
to involve the private sector to construct, nlaintain and operate toll road

facilities on national highways.

The lnain objectives of the eighth plan (1992-97) in relation to freight
were based on a projected increase in demand for passenger and freight
traffic that was in turn caused by an increase iu.den1and for coal, iron and
steel, cement, food-grain and petroleUlll products. The eighth plan focussed

on long distance freighttraffic that given demand the railway did not have
the capacity to meet. Due to a lack ofexcess capacity, increased investlnent
was needed to improve efficiency, address overstaffing and the lack of in
service training that was required to keep up to date with changing
technological adval1cements. According to the World Bank (2004, p.l):
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etc. In 1996, the Rakesh Mohan Committee on Infrastructure concluded
that in all types of infrastructure -econolnic, social urban or rural - there
was a resource gap on one hand, which could not facilitate economic growth,
and on the other hand fiscal and budgetary constraints (see: http://
www.cmdaonline.com/priv).

5* PPP POLICY FOR ROAD-RAIL INFRASTRUCTURE

The term Public-Private Partnership (PPP) has at least six distinctive
meanings or uses. PPP as management reform, problem conversion, moral
regeneration, risk shifting, restructuring the public service and as power
sharing (Linder, 2000). The Ministry ofPublic Affairs in British Columbia
(cited in Schaeffer and Loveridge, 2002) defines PPP in the following terms:

"Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs) are arrangements between
government and private sector entities jor the purpose of providing
public infrastructure, comrnunit:y,facilities and related services. Such
partnerships are characteriseti by,the sharing of investment, risk,
responsibility and retvard between the partners. "

In this paper, PPP is used as lneaning a cOlnbination of public service
restructuring and risk shifting that is undertaken to achieve, "leveraging
public capital for in;frastructure and other capital-intensive
investnlents." In these PPPs, "risk shifting assigns the supporting role
not to the government, but to con1mercial interests ", while, "the purposes
remain public even though resources are eventually mixeci" (Linder,
2000). According to AusCID (2003, p.1-2) there are seven major types of
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".,. Unless major reforms as well as investment are made, India's
road inFastructure will be an impediment to economic growth and
social development. The Indian Tenth National Plan (2002-07), projects
a GDP growth rate of 8 per cent per annum and an industrial growth
of 10 per cent per annum and identified transport inFastructure as a
major constraint on accelerated growth. "

Urbanisation is a global phenomenon, particularly more significant in
developing countries. By 2025, there will be an increase in the world
population approximately by 2 billion, of which 97 per cent will reside in
developing countries. In case of India there will be an increase of 500
million urban population further putting strain on urban infrastructure, causing
inequality, poverty, unemployment and shortage ofbasic infrastructure like
health, education sanitation, housing, roads, clean drinking water, transport
etc. In 1996, the Rakesh Mohan Committee on Infrastructure concluded
that in all types of infrastructure - economic, social urban or rural - there
was a resource gap on one hand, which could not facilitate economic growth,
and on the other hand fiscal and budgetary constraints (see: http://
www.cmdaonline.com!priv).

5. PPP POLICY FOR ROAD-RAIL INFRASTRUCTURE

The term Public-Private Partnership (PPP) has at least six distinctive
meanings or uses. PPP as management reform, problem conversion, moral
regeneration, risk shifting, restructuring the public service and as power
sharing (Linder, 2000). The Ministry ofPublic Affairs in British Columbia
(cited in Schaeffer and Loveridge, 2002) defines PPP in the following terms:

"Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs) are arrangements between
government and private sector entities for the purpose of providing
public infrastructure, community facilities and related services. Such
partnerships are characterised by the sharing of investment, risk,
responsibility and reward between the partners. "

In this paper, PPP is used as meaning a combination of public service
restructuring and risk shifting that is undertaken to achieve, "leveraging
public capital for infrastructure and other capital-intensive
investments." In these PPPs, "risk shifting assigns the supporting role
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related non-core nature
nn'XAt"Y/I'nV,(l!/iyn will a contractual a9",rp{-~lnj?nl

of infrastructure facilities over a tin1e. JJ

nr>r.. 1t"rI·.~... rr to there are tnain

j;;.U.ll.l...IV,Ji.l"'.., supporting the private financing of public services: easing
macroeconomic constraints; bypassing controls ofpublic service investlnent;
evading forInal constraints on borrowing or spending; setni-privatisation of
self-financing projects; capital rationing as an instrlunent for change; lTIOre

effective monitoring by private"financiers; the contractual benefits of long
term capital at risk; and, enforcelnent of whole life costing. However,
there are also a number ofarguments against PPPs and the Private Finance
Initiative (PFI) variant being used to provide economic infrastructure
services. They may lack accountability, cost too nluch, arguably should

only be used as last resort capital financing', large nlultinationals tend to be
their main beneficiaries, PFJ-PPP schelnes orten have large transaction
costs (including consultancy and advisory fees), involve substantial costs
and long term lock-in (I-Iood andrvIcGarvey, 2002). In effect, "the efficiency
gains from private sector infrastructure developlnent can be offset by
faulty selection ]Jrocesses or contractual arrangeJl1ents. Second, severe
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poor,

In the case constraints, PPP/PFI
development can be adopted at all levels of government. For

PPP/PFI to work successfully it is important to have a legal framework
that defines the rights and responsibilities ofthe private participants, ensures
the certainty and continuity ofrights, besides addressing risk allocation, risk
management and consumer issues. These are all necessary to determine
the extent and feasibility ofprivate participation in infrastructure provision
and delivery (Morris et aI., 2002).

The India Infrastructure Report 2002 by 3iNetwork, stresses the
importance ofpublic-private partnership and leveraging as alternative sources
of financing infrastructure projects. Private finance initiatives (PFI) for
commercialisation and corporatisation of infrastructure development
projects, and highlighted Jhrough case studies existing constraints and an
array of necessary changes and reforms in policies, regulations and
institutional arrangements. Various major states in India - Maharashtra~

Andhra-Pradesh, Tamil-Nadu, Karnataka, Gujarat, and West Bengal- have
already adopted Public-Private Partnership model options like Build
Operate-Transfer (BOT), Build-O\vn-Operate (BOO) Build-Own-Operate

-Transfer (BOOT), Build-Own-Lease-Transfer (BOLT).

To be sure, the Indian legal fralne\vork has the follovving shortcomings
which prevent, to SaIne extent, the private sector frotTI better participating
in infrastructure development (Joshi and Anuradha 2002, pp.78-79). The
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• appropriation oftariffsIfeeltoll by
[roln the users of the infrastructure facility.

(; Adequate independent regulatory Inechanisms including a dispute
settlement mechanism in the case of infrastructure projects.

Furthermore, existing laws lTIay also impose excessive tax/duties in
relation to the process of ilnplementing of infrastructure developlnent.

Before independence in 1947, the public sector was largely confined to
the post andtelegraph, salt factories, raihvays, ports, ordinance and aircraft
factories. I-Io\vever, by the end of the first five year plan in 1956, it was
decided to expand the public sector as an integral part of industrial policy. It
was generally left to the governlTIent to develop infrastructure due to the
large size of investments, lo\v yields and long gestation periods as the private
sector was not willing to take the initiative, risk andmohilise the large alTIOunts
ofcapital required. But unless basic economic infrastructure was developed

it was notpossible for other industries to exi[;t or develop as well.

In India, the concept of the Public-Private Partnership is not actually
~ew. It has existed since the 1950s in the form of the joint sector. The
famous entrepreneurial Tata faluily pioneered public and private sector
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sector is to a
private sector and the government in which state

participation in capital will be not less than 26 per cent, the day-to
day management will normally be in the hands of the private sector
exercised by a board of directors on which Government is adequately
represented. "

The rationale was to have social control over key industries, avoid
inefficiency and the failure ofpublic and the private sectors, to have faster
economic growth, state sponsored industrialisation, greater mobilisation of
financial resources, highly skilled labour and promote broad-based
entrepreneurship. Thus the joint sector was to be a partnership between
the public and the private sectors in specified industry sectors.

According to Datta (2002, pp.21 0-211) the Vice Chairman of Kanpur
Development Author,ity, ..... extensive private participation in
infrastructural projects' n1Q}' be the best option available, if not the
only one", for the development of infrastructure facilities. The following
key factors impact upon private participation in India.

• Pricing and tariffs: Private participation depends on the financial

viability ofthe infrastructure project. I-Iowever, the absence of market
determined price structure, delays in implementation, government

corruption, red tape, rules and regulations etc. may deter private sector
from participating in infrastructure provision.

• Type ojoperatiolllike build, o\vn, operate and transfer (BOOT); build
operate and transfer (B01'); and build, finance, operate and transfer
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partnerships when Air India International was launched. Many companies
were floated by the Government in partnership with the private sector to
share ownership, management and control, for example the oil refining and
fertilizer industries: "In simple terms the joint sector is a form of
partnership between the private sector and the Government" (Dutt
and Sundharam, 1997). There was a lot ofcontroversy regarding the three
definitions of the joint sector provided by the Dutt Committee and the
industries that may fall under this category. The Dutt Committee was biased
towards the public sector. In his Memorandum ofIndustrial Growth, J. R.
D. Tata (founder of the family enterprise) defined the joint sector in terms
of a "minimum agreed definition", biased towards the private sector.
While according to Dutt and Sundharam (1997, p.ISS):

"A joint sector enterprise is intended to be a form ofpartnership
between the private sector and the government in which state
participation in capital will be not less than 26 per cent, the day-to
day management will normally be in the hands of the private sector
exercised by a board of directors on which Government is adequately
represented. "

The rationale was to have social control over key industries, avoid
inefficiency and the failure ofpublic and the private sectors, to have faster
economic growth, state sponsored industrialisation, greater mobilisation of
financial resources, highly skilled labour and promote broad-based
entrepreneurship. Thus the joint sector was to be a partnership between
the public and the private sectors in specified industry sectors.

According to Datta (2002, pp.21 0-211) the Vice Chairman of Kanpur
Development Authority, " ... extensive private participation in
infrastructural projectS' ma)! be the best option available, if not the
only one", for the development of infrastructure facilities. The following
key factors impact upon private participation in India.

• Pricing and tariffs: Private participation depends on the financial
viability ofthe infrastructure project. However, the absence ofmarket
determined price structure, delays in implementation, government
corruption, red tape, rules and regulations etc. may deter private sector
from participating in infrastructure provision.

• Type ofoperation like build, own, operate and transfer (BOOT); build
operate and transfer (BOT); and build, finance, operate and transfer
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U~ 't",I\,.tJlll\,.,1.1H..,::) .l.Jl..I.~IJQ,. u . .l..1. be satisfactorily dealt
basis in order to encourage private

• Legislative reforms 11lay be mandatory order for example, to enable
toll collection on all private and government owned vehicles.

• Municipal and development bonds. These were first offered the
Kanpur Development Authority to attract private participation in
infrastructure projects, so that the projects can be funded in partnership
by private operators and by municipal bonds with revenue-sharing
arrangements.

The new policy on private investlnent in roads was announced in 19975

whereby the Government encouraged and invited private investors to sublnit
cOlnpetitive bids for road infrastructure projects like expressways, four
lane national highways, railways over bridges etc, on a Build-Own-Transfer
(BOT) basis with a concession period of30 years. Ahluwalia (in Ahluwalia
and Little, 1998) thought that it tnight not be possible to attract private
finance initiatives in roads in India since there was no recent history of
user-payor toll systems in India, causing consumer resistance. But in fact
there are now express roads in India (eg. the Mumbai-Pune expressway)
that successfully operate on a toll basis. Although it may not be possible to
recover all costs by the toll systenl, as the development ofroad infrastructure
produces many externalities; this may further require the government to
provide subsidies to the private sector. Road infrastructure projects face
market risks due to uncertainties regarding the volume of traffic given the
high cost and long period ofcost recovcty. Finally, the private foreign investor
in infrastructure project has to bear the cost of exchange rate fluctuations,
as the toll is usually paid in dOln~stic currency adjusted to the dOlnestic

inflation and interest rates.

The World Bank (2004) promotes Private Sector Participation (PSP)
as a viable, sustainable \vay to finance high\vays in India, not only to bridge
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sector nor reduce the importance of a
fair and transparent public financing systenl'~ (World Bank 2004,

5-10 percent of national highways worldwide are funded
private sector participation. In India's case, under 20 per cent ofthe National
Highway Development Plan projects are funded by PSP, in the form of
BOT, annuity concessions for projects with high traffic risk, special purpose
vehicles. The National High\vay Authority of India raised funds through
the issue of bonds in 2000-2002, together with fiscal incentives from the
Government ofIndia, to encourage private sector participation, in the form
of

'(1) full or partial tax holidaJ)s .for ten ~vears; 2) exemptions to
infrastructure capital Funds or Infrastructure Capital Companies
providing long term finance for infrastructure; 3) reduced inlportl
excise duty on construction inputs; 4) reduced stamp duty on
documentslagreelnents; and 5) reduced State sales tax on
construction inputs." (World Bank 2004, p.4)

Thus instead ofeitryer outright privatisation or exclusive public sector
provision, it is possible ..in India to utilise the PPPmechanism in road/rail
infrastructure proj ects in order to circumvent government fiscal constraints
and the problem of deficit budgets and 111eet the increasing demands of a
growing economy, and overcome existing bottlenecks in the transport
network.

From the mid-1990s, Indian Railways encouraged private participation
by adopting a new marketing strategy in rail freight infrastructure, according
to Government of India's (1996b) Econo17'zic Survey 1995-96.

• Container Corporation oflndia\vould provide door to door services
for domestic users, transportation, in bulk for small customers and
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the funding gap faced by the public sector, but also to improve efficiency in
terms of expenditure commitments and adjust resources to changing
circumstances, responsibility and accountability of revenue by involving
the private sector. This includes unbundling and the reallocation of risk to
the private sector which is better positioned to control risk (and reduce
costs) due to the informational advantage. PSP projects are based on a
strong foundation ofpublic funding. However, support and demand for the
use ofPSP highways by the public and an ongoing willingness to pay tolls
can fail due to inadequate connecting link roads. Thus, "PSP cannot replace
the role of the public sector nor reduce the importance of a rational,
fair and transparent public financing :,ystem" (World Bank 2004, p.ii).

Some 5-10 percent of national highways worldwide are funded by
private sector participation. In India's case, under 20 per cent ofthe National
Highway Development Plan projects are funded by PSP, in the form of
BOT, annuity concessions for projects with high traffic risk, special purpose
vehicles. The National Highway Authority of India raised funds through
the issue of bonds in 2000-2002, together with fiscal incentives from the
Government ofIndia, to encourage private sector participation, in the form
of:

"1) full or partial tax holidays for ten years; 2) exemptions to
infrastructure capital Funds or Infrastructure Capital Companies
providing long term finance for infrastructure; 3) reduced import/
excise duty on construction inputs; 4) reduced stamp duty on
documents/agreements; and 5) reduced State sales tax on
construction inputs." (World Bank 2004, pA)

Thus instead of eit~eroutright privatisation or exclusive public sector
provision, it is possible,in India to utilise the PPP mechanism in road/rail
infrastructure projects in order to circumvent government fiscal constraints
and the problem of deficit budgets and meet the increasing demands of a
growing economy, and overcome existing bottlenecks in the transport
network.

From the mid-l 990s, Indian Railways encouraged private participation
by adopting a new marketing strategy in rail freight infrastructure, according
to Government ofIndia's (l996b) Economic Survey 1995-96.

• Container Corporation ofIndia would provide door to door services
for domestic users, transportation in bulk for small customers and
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projects more attractive

In subsequent policy developluents,
for PPP/PFI:

;SU,DDJ'enlenllng rr,(")"\,.o·JlAMlf1VJ01V1t resources in

private capital flows; Involving state rrn'l,nVl/1JVllnVJf0

in the creation/development of railwcy infrastructure the
common public good; (c) Enhancing the capacity of rail transport
to avoid supply-demand fnisnlQtch)' (d) Ensuring availability of
transport need\] consistent lvith the expected GDP growth of 7-8
per cent per )Jear. '.f (Puri 2004, p.61)

While in order to achieve these objectives, a variety of PPP ITIodels
were to be adopted: special purpose vehicle route; build-awn-transfer; state
government funding for viable and unremunerative projects; private freight
terminals; and suburban transport initiatives (Puri 2004).

Ho,vever, in spite ofn1any nleasures, use ofthe PPP funding mechanism
in the railways has not been very successful so far con1pared with its use
for road infrastructure. For exarnple., a 2002 audit report by the Comptroller
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International transport in ISO containers.

• Brake van space would be leased to customers so they could have
assured transportation in ISO containers.

• Long distance special parcel service was introduced between major
cities.

• A rebate was provided for carrying freight in the empty flow
direction.

s Yards were closed to facilitate faster movements.

• Rules were simplified for faster processing, including free
acceptance of indents, supply of wagons, single window booking
systems and electronic communication systems adopted.

• Own Your Wagon Scheme (OYWS), was introduced to encourage
private sector investment in railway wagons. Indian Railway
encouraged private investors to operate the eight tourist circuits
and rolling stock under this scheme. The scheme was further been
modified in June 1996 in favour ofprivate parties.

• Private participation was also encouraged through Build, Operate,
Lease and Transfer (BOLT) scheme for private investment project,
to make projects more attractive and profitable.

In subsequent policy developments, Indian Railways outlined the
following objectives for PPP/PFI:

"(a) Supplementing government resources in railway infrastructure
projects by private capital flows; (b) Involving state governments
in the creation/development of railwcy infrastructure for the
common public good; (c) Enhancing the capacity of rail transport
to avoid supply-demand mismatch; (d) Ensuring availability of
transport need5 consistent lvith the expected GDP growth of 7-8
per cent per year. '.' (Puri 2004, p.61)

While in order to achieve these objectives, a variety of PPP models
were to be adopted: special purpose vehicle route; build-own-transfer; state
government funding for viable and unremunerative projects; private freight
terminals; and suburban transport initiatives (Puri 2004).

However, in spite ofmany measures, use ofthe PPP funding mechanism
in the railways has not been very successful so far compared with its use
for road infrastructure. For example, a 2002 audit report by the Comptroller



not the 12-14 per
r\1/"'r'\0111/"'01-nClll"'1't of additional wagons. Originally,

OYWS and BOLT were devised to meet the projected demand
wagons of which Indian Railways could only fund 44,700 from internal
budgetary sources.

In contrast, the planning, construction, management and service delivery
of Dehli Metro Rail Corporation's new world class underground rail
infrastructure facility (extending to 21.3 kms by March 2004) has been
Inarkedly more successful. A key element of that success had been due to
Japanese design, component supply and oversight of the project, and well
managed subcontracting out to reliable foreign and domestic private sector
firms. It is expected to carry over two million passengers per day in 2005
and win significantly reduce road congestion, accidents and critical pollution
levels. Compared with the US annual standard of 50 ug/m3 (and a US
wide average of less than 30 ug/m3) in New Delhi for the July 2000-2001
period, the mean respiratory suspended particulate matter level was 204
ug/m3 (World Bank 2002, p.l cited in Smith 2005). The Delhi Metro project
was financed by a joint 30 per cent equity injection by the Central
Government and D'elhi Government, \vith the Japanese Government
financing 56 per ceni of the cost by a soft loan (via the Japan Bank of
International Cooperation) over a 30 year period with a 10 year moratorium.
The remaining 6 per cent of the project is being funded by property
development (Sreedharan 2003; Vashisht and Narayanan 2004).

Nonetheless, overall, private-public partnerships in relation to road
infrastructure have proved more successful to date than in the railway
sector. Private sector operators have been encouraged to finance projects,
improve efficiency and reduce the social cost ofpoor quality infrastructure
by participating in construction, maintenance, repair, toll collection and
operation o~ roads· and high\vays. Iio\vever, there relnains much market,
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• An legal and regulatory to Imple~m(~nl

infrastructure projects through Build-Own-Operate-Transfer
(BOOT) scheme, and to resolve any disputes relating to contractual
agreements that Inay arise.

• Insufficient measures to attract foreign investlnent in infrastructure
and to develop long term infrastructure debt instruments.

6. CONCLUDING COMMENTS

Infrastructure developlnent is the key to econolnic growth, social
development, poverty alleviation and employment generation. India needs
to overCOlne this infrastructure deficiency in all areas (not just road/rail) by
increased reliance upon the PP'P Inechanisln as a strategy to promote
sustainable econolllic growth. 'fhe road/railnetwork constitutes the most
dominant mode of transport and its inadequacy continues to constrain the
rate of growth and sustained economic development in India. 'The need for
an efficient transport net\vork and infrastructure investlnent policy being
capital intensive, can hardly be over en1phasised for a country the size of
India and its gro\ving population, \vhic.h can be a catalyst for balanced
economic growth. Road and rail transport infrastructure shortage results
in serious socio-econolnic externalities including traffic congestion costs,
accidents, overcrowding, high operating costs, environmental pollution and
delays.

It is important to identify ne,\v sources of financing infrastructure
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fiscal, governance, regulatory, political and social barriers that prevent the
creation of a market friendly pro-private sector investment environment,
collectively conspiring thus far to prevent the private sector from more
extensive participation in the financing and operation of infrastructure
projects. These include:

'" The escalation ofcosts, lack oftransparency and accountability in
competitive biding, bureaucratic delays and red tape, low and
uncertain returns on investment, lack ofcommitment and consistent
policies by the government as well as accountability by all three
levels of government.

'" The lack of arrangements to raise finance through institutional
investors like superannuation, finance and insurance companies,
lack ofdeveloped domestic capital market, identifying and allocation
of risk sharing arrangements.

'" An inadequate legal and regulatory framework to implement
infrastructure projects through Build-Own-Operate-Transfer
(BOOT) scheme, and to resolve any disputes relating to contractual
agreements that may arise.

'" Insufficient measures to attract foreign investment in infrastructure
and to develop long term infrastructure debt instruments.

6. CONCLUDING COMMENTS

Infrastructure development is the key to economic growth, social
development, poverty alleviation and employment generation. India needs
to overcome this infrastructure deficiency in all areas (not just road/rail) by
increased reliance upon the PPP mechanism as a strategy to promote
sustainable economic growth. The road/rail network constitutes the most
dominant mode of transport and its inadequacy continues to constrain the
rate ofgrowth and sustained economic development in India. The need for
an efficient transport network and infrastructure investment policy being
capital intensive, can hardly be over emphasised for a country the size of
India and its growing population, "vhich can be a catalyst for balanced
economic growth. Road and rail transport infrastructure shortage results
in serious socio-economic externalities including traffic congestion costs,
accidents, overcrowding, high operating costs, environmental pollution and
delays.

It is important to identify new sources of financing infrastructure



effective infrastructure encourage
and finance initiatives. For the success ofPPP-PFI initiatives an enabling
environment in relation to appropriate legal system in terlTIS of tendering,
bidding of services and dispute resolution Ineasures, clear regulatory frallle
work with transparent tariffand subsidy mechanisms, with a clearly defined
role for the public and the private sector and minimise and eliminate the
likelihood ofcorruption and finally a political system which is transparent,
non-interfering, supportive in delivering public goods and services and the
political will power to implement policies and eliminate corruption, regulatory
hurdles and act as a transparent regulator to playa positive developmental
role in partnership with the private sector..

In conclusion, the future success ofPPP in India depends on providing
an investor- friendly environment in which there is an efficient use of
resources and cost/risk sharing by the public and private sectors that remedy
existing infrastructure ,deficiencies and provide quality, low cost services to
meet the economic gt;owth targets and challenges of the twenty-first
century.
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non-interfering, supportive in delivering public goods and services and the
political will power to implement policies and eliminate corruption, regulatory
hurdles and act as a transparent regulator to playa positive developmental
role in partnership with the private sector..

In conclusion, the future success ofPPP in India depends on providing
an investor- friendly environment in which there is an efficient use of
resources and cost/risk sharing by the public and private sectors that remedy
existing infrastructure ,deficiencies and provide quality, low cost services to
meet the economic gt;owth targets and challenges of the twenty-first
century.
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